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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

?gurations;

FIG. 6 is a schematic wiring diagram of a second em

bodiment of the invention; and
FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of yet another embodi
ment of the invention.
With reference to FIGS. 1 and 2, a typical photographic
still camera embodying the present invention has an
optical or exposure axis 0 on which are located a photo
10 sensitive surface 1, an exposure aperture 2 de?ned by a

diaphragm in a known manner, a conventionally operat

ing shutter mechanism 3, a closure shutter 4 according to
the invention, and a focusing lens 5. Shutter 3 operates in

A camera shutter control mechanism automatically
operated with a photo?ash apparatus. The shutter mecha
a conventional manner upon depressing an accessible
nism is controlled by a moving coil permanent magnet 15 actuating member 6, and the diaphragm mechanism is
galvanometer powered by a capacitor discharge. The ca
constructed to provide a ?xed or variable exposure aper
pacitor discharge is regulated by a photoresistive ele
ture 2 in a known manner. A view?nder 7 may be lo
rnent which is responsive to scene light and the light
cated on a second optical axis 8.
provided by the photo?ash apparatus.
There is also provided a ?ash attachment 9, which is
20 shown as a separable device, although it may form an
integral part of the camera structure. The attachment 9
This invention relates to photographic cameras and
includes a lamp socket for detachably receiving a ?ash
more particularly, to photographic cameras with shutter
lamp or bulb 10 in front of a light re?ector 11. The ?ash
systems to be operated automatically with a photo?ash
lamp 10 is electrically connected in series with a source
system.
25 of electrical potential 12 and a synchronizing switch 13
Presently, many cameras have exposure controls to
to ignite the flash lamp in timed relationship with the

automatically or semi-automatically adjust exposure fac

operation of camera shutter 3‘. An optional capacitor 14

tors whenever a continuous light source is utilized. How
may be electrically connected across the terminals of
ever, when using an instantaneous light source such as a
battery 12 to ensure a properly timed ?ash with a full
?ashbulb, it has been necessary to make use of a guide 30 electrical charge.
number determined from a table according to the par
Within the camera proper as shown is a separate elec
ticular ?lm and lamp combination for a’ given shutter
trical series circuit comprising a source of electrical po
speed. Diaphragm aperture size is then derived by divid
tential 15, a circuit actuating switch 16, a light respon

ing the light-to-subject distance into the guide number.
sive resistor or photoconductive cell 17 such as a cadmium
While this procedure is workable, it appears undesirable 35 sul?de cell, a variable resistor 18, and a moving coil
for many amateur photographers who do not have a good
galvanometer or electrical measuring instrument 19 which
or rapid sense of mathematical computation. In addi

tion, guide numbers for a ?ash lamp design .are established

drives a moving member 20 such as a coil, and is elec
trically energized as a function of electrical current de

according to a tested standard, from which the commer
termined by the resistance of the photocell 17. Mounted
40 integrally with the moving member 20 to move there
cially available ?ash lamps can vary to a degree.
It has been discovered that a very fast operating elec
with about its axis of rotation is the closure shutter 4.
tromechanical device is a moving-coil permanent magnet
When the photoresistive element v17 is exposed to light,

electric instrument powered by capacitor discharge. Thus,

its internal resistance is decreased, thereby enabling a

the present invention relates to the use of such instru

greater electrical current to pass through the meter and

ments as photographic camera shutters by ?xing suitable 45 cause the coil and shutter 4 to be moved to an aperture
closing position when a predetermined high light value is

vanes to the moving coils.

An important object of the present invention, therefore

reached. When the circuit is open, or the scene light on
the photocell 17 is below a predetermined value such that
operable automatically to control exposure of photosensi
its electrical resistance is high, the coil is disposed so
tive ?lm with timed photo?ash by means of moving coil
that the closure shutter 4 is normally in an open position,
instruments.
i.e., spaced from the exposure aperture 2 as shown in
FIG. 1.
Yet another object resides in the provision of an elec
A capacitor 21 of either the electrolytic type or the oil
trical circuit arrangement operable to automatically con
?lled type is connected across the terminals of the elec
trol exposure by limiting exposure time by a light con
55 trical potential 15 to provide stored energy and rapid
trolled shutter and a pre-set exposure aperture size.
operation of the closure shutter 4 by instant response of
A more particular object resides in the con?guration
the meter 19 thereto when the resistance of photocell 1'7
of a particular shutter control mechanism using moving
falls to the predetermined level.
coil galvanometers to automatically determine exposure
Since the duration of a photo?ash is 25 to 50 millisec
time according to the actual brightness of the subject to
onds, it becomes apparent that the exposure control must
be photographed.
operate in about one millisecond in order to be effective.
Other objects and advantages will become apparent
Because it is not possible to change magnetic ?ux or
during the course of the following description, the ac

resides in the provision of a photographic still camera

companying drawing forming a part thereof and wherein:
FIG. 1 is a partial perspective‘ view of a camera show

momentum instantaneously, an electromagnetic device
should operate as a prime mover on constant magnet ?ux,

ing elements of the invention and other camera parts 65 and a moving coil galvanometer with minimum inertia

cooperating therewith;

FIG. 2 is a schematic wiring diagram of the invention
as shown in FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a characteristic curve diagram showing the
relationship of the factors related to the present inven 70

tion;

meets this requirement. Considering, therefore, the cal

culated permissible inertia to operate the shutter in one
millisecond, it was found that shutter times were readily
controllable within limits when using a power source

of minimum internal impedance and maximum energy

for the duration required, i.e., the capacitor discharge.
In operation, the shutter 3 may be tensioned for re
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lease in a known manner, as by operation of the roll

4

pictures being taken by variable exposure time and a ?xed

switch 16 is closed, thereby completing the series circuit
from the batteries 15 through the actuating member 6
and its spring contact 22 to photoresistive element 17 and

exposure aperture.
FIGURES 4 and 5 show alternative closure shutter
shapes suitable for use in the present invention. For ex
ample, shutter '60 includes a semicircular cutout 61 equal
in diameter to the exposure or lens aperture 2 at the ?ash
exposure setting. The shutter 960‘ is then positioned in its
normally open or non-energized state with the cutout 61

the meter instrument 19. In timed relationship therewith,
the ?ash lamp circuit is closed by closing of the shutter

response time for any given moving coil shutter arrange

synchronizing switch 13, thereby ?ring the ?ash bulb

ment.

?lm Winding mechanism to position an unexposed portion
of ?lm 1 on the optical axis 0. The shutter 3 is then re

leased by pressing the actuating member 6 in the direc
tion of the arrow shown in FIG. 1. Initially, line circuit

adjacent the aperture 2, thereby enabling a quicker closure

to illuminate the subject S.
When the photosensitive resistor 17 detects an amount

The modi?ed shutter 62 shown in FIG. 5 includes a

in intensity as shown with respect to the output curve 25.

the same manner shown with respect to FIGS. 1 and 2,

Timed with the opening of shutter 3 is the closing of
circuit switch 16, which applies a full voltage of the

by operation of the closure shutter 4 when a predeter

tapered or shaped opening 63 as shown and is particu
larly suitable in cases where depth of ?eld is important.
I of light on subject S su?icient to have permitted proper
In the alternative embodiment shown in FIG. 6, a
?lm exposure, the resistance therein is accordingly re 15
second or additional light controlled shutter arrangement
duced su?iciently to cause the capacitor 21, after a given
is provided in order to determine the time at which ?lm
time delay, to discharge rapidly and therefore cause mov
exposure is commenced. In this case, a second light re
ing coil 20 to be de?ected and the attached closure shutter
sponsive shutter blade 29 is arranged in its nonenergiza
4 to cover the exposure aperture 2, thereby terminating
exposure before the conventional shutter 3 closes. Vari 20 tion position to be normally closed, i.e., covering the
exposure aperture. The light responsive closure shutter
able resistor 18 is shown here as a means to alter the
4 and associated circuit operate in the same manner as
circuit characteristics according to the speed of the par
shown in FIGS. 1 and 2. Control of the additional shut
ticular photosensitive ?lm used. Alternatively, it may be
ter blade 29 is accomplished by a series circuit arrange
used for internal factory calibration or other purpose.
In addition, there is also provided an integrating ca 25 ment including a source of electrical potential 30, a sec
ond photoresistive or light response device 31 preferably
pacitor 23 connected across the leads of meter 19 to give
directed toward the position of a flash lamp 10 in the
‘a further light integrating effect. In this case, operation
?ash mechanism 9, a circuit activating switch 32, a vari
of the closure shutter 4 would be delayed by the time re
able resistor 33 and an exposure meter measuring in
quired to charge the capacitor 23 according to the vary
ing current integrated as determined by the varying re 30 strument 34 having a moving coil on which the shutter
blade 29 is mounted for movement therewith. A capaci
sistance of the photoresistive element 17 prior to capaci
tor 35 is provided in this circuit also to ensure a rapid
tor charge.
opening of shutter blade 29 whenever a predetermined
From the foregoing, it will be seen that proper ex
energization level is reached. Switches 13, 16 and 32 are
posure is provided automatically, and the operator need
not concern himself in any way with computations based 35 all mechanically interconnected so that they may be
closed in timed relationship with the opening of a typical
on the various guide numbers for the many available type
mechanical shutter (as in FIG. 1).
?ash bulbs. Similarly, a photographic camera according
Operation of a camera embodying this arrangement can
to the present invention can be adapted for use with any
be accomplished by opening the typical mechanical shut
existing type of ?ash attachment.
FIG. 3 graphically shows various physical time rela 40 ter (as in FIG. 1), which will cause switches 13, 16 and
32 to be closed. When ?ash lamp 10‘ is ?red, the light
tionships which can be coordinated for operation of the
therefrom reaches the photocell 31. When a predeter
present invention. The graph of FIG. 3 has a time scale
mined light intensity (and corresponding low photocell
oriented from time 0 when the shutter synchronizing
resistance) is reached, su?‘icient current will pass through
switch 13 is closed. Curve 25 represents a typical ?ash
lamp light output curve, curve 26 represents the time 45 the measuring instrument 34 to cause shutter blade 29
to be opened and commence exposure of the ?lm 1. Refer
duration of conventional shutter 3, and 27 is a typical
ring again to FIG. 3, exposure commencement for this
focal plane type ?ash lamp output curve. In coordinating
embodiment is shown by the line 36 in relation to the
these factors, the conventional shutter 3 starts to open
?ash lamp output curve 25, curve 26 again correspond
at about —2 milliseconds and may be set to remain open
for about 50 milliseconds as shown by curve 26. Light 50 ing to the mechanical shutter duration.
Completion of the ?lm exposure is accomplished in
output from the ?red ?ash bulb is commenced and varies

mined light re?ected from the subject S reaches the photo

capacitor 21 across the cell 17 and meter 19 at time zero. 55 cell 17.

Until su?icient light re?ected from subject S reaches the
photocell 17, its resistance remains too high to permit
sn?icient current for capacitor discharge. However, as
soon as a su?icient illumination is received, the photocell

Variable resistor 33 in the normally closed light re
sponsive shutter circuit may be used for factory calibra
tion, or it can be accessible for adjustment to provide

shutter opening according to particular ?ash lamp light

resistance decreases rapidly, thereby enabling capacitor

60 output curves. Similarly, adjustment of resistor 33 may be

21 to discharge through the meter 19 and elfect a closing
of the closure shutter 4 to terminate exposure. This is

provide a similar light output characteristic adjustment

interlinked with adjustment of variable resistor 18 to

for resistor 18.
indicated by the aperture cutoff line 28 shown at between
Thus, it can be seen that exposure with ?ash opera
30-35 milliseconds for light curve 25.
may be accomplished independently of any mechani
The light output characteristics of the focal plane 65 tion
cal
timing
arrangements, thereby eliminating, for ex
camera lamp shown by curve 27 might facilitate exposure
ample, improper exposures because of delayed ?ash lamp
control because of its relatively constant magnitude and
?rings.
longer time duration. In either case, however control is
by re?ected light, and the provision of the second capaci 70 The embodiment in FIG. 7 operates in like manner as
that shown in FIG. 6, but control is accomplished by
tor 23 may effect a further light integrating effect to ap
means of electrical circuits utilizing solid state switches 39
proximate total light received.
and 40 such as silicon controlled switches to control
Thus, it becomes obvious that exposure control by the
shutter blade action in response to the respective photo
present invention is accomplished by varying the time
of exposure according to subject brightness, with ?ash 75 cells.
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In this embodiment, normal'y closed shutter blade 38
is controlled by the triggering of the silicon controlled
switch 40 in response to a gating current input determined
by the resistance of a photocell 41 directed toward ?ash
lamp 10. Switch 40 is normally in a nonconducting state
and is triggered to a conducting state, when a predeter

mined light reaches the photocell 41. In series electrically
with the switch 40 is a source of electrical potential 42,
a manual circuit activating switch 43, and an electrical

moving coil measuring instrument 45.,Again a capacitor

44 is provided to ensure a minimum resistance circuit at 10

operation time.

. ,

6
second normally open shutter means responsive to the
illuminated photosensitive element to close the ex
posure aperture when total scene and re?ected light
reach a predetermined minimum value, said second
shutter means comprising a moving coil permanent

magnet galvanometer in circuit with the photosen
sitive element and a closure blade operably coupled
with the coil, the closure blade moving in response
to total light only when the predetermined minimum
value has been reached; and
a capacitor in circuit with said galvanometer operable
to provide a rapid movement of the coil thereof at

Exposure is terminated when sufficient light reaches
the predetermined minimum light level.
photocell 46, thereby triggering the switch 39 from a
2. The combination according to claim 1 wherein the
nonconducting to a conducting state. ‘Switch 39 is simi 15 ?rst shutter opening means comprises a light responsive
larly in a series circuit with electrical ‘potential source
circuit directed toward and responsive to the lighted ?ash
47, switch 48 and an electrical movingpoil instrument 50.
lamp.
A circuit charging capacitor 49 is also provided as above,
3. The combination according to claim 2 wherein the

as is a second or integrating capacitor 51._The closure
?rst shutter means comprises a second moving member
shutter 4 is operated as soon as “closed” switch 39 per 20
galvanometer
and an opening blade normally closing the
mits suf?cient current to pass throughthe instrument 50.

Switch 13, 43 and 48 are all shown to be mechanically
interlinked as in FIG. 6 to enable them to be closed in
timed relationship with a usual mechanical shutter ac
tuator as in FIG. 1. Variable resistors may_als0 be pro 25

vided, as before, to make adjustment for exposure fac
tors and ?ash lamp types.
Of course, while the invention has been» described with

exposure aperture and mounted for movement with the

second moving member.
4. The combination according to claim 1 wherein the
closure blade de?nes a cutout overlying the exposure

aperture.
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